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1. Introduction

  Aseptic loosening of the femoral component has been 
identified as the major failure mechanism of cemented 
total hip arthroplasties (THA), which is often accompanied 
by cement fractures and disruption of the stem-cement 

interface[1]. Statistical results[2-5] revealed that stems had 
higher revision rates due to aseptic loosening beyond 5 
years and for aseptic loosening rate is 87% for 20 years. 
Numerous studies[6-10] concluded reasons for cemented hip 
implants loosening were resulted from the micro-cracking 
formation initiated at the stem-cement interface towards the 
cortical bone. Whereas they analyses the bone cement-stem 
interface loosening by nonlinear method and simulated the 
demanding character through computer and experiments. 
Results (debonding and elastic micro-slid) were influenced 
by the bone cement-stem interface stress. Analyses of 
debonding and micro-slid characters have showed that 
fatigue stress uneven distribution induced cement damage 

Objective: To study and establish the preliminary linear and modified models for the interface 
shear mechanics performance between implant and bone cement and to explore its damage 
significance. Method: The loosening research between artificial hip joint prosthesis stem 
and bone cement interface performance can be evaluated by the push-in test. Based on the 
debonding performance test, the analytical expressions of the average load and displacement 
from the debonding failure and splitting failure process were deduced and determined. The 
correlations of the expressions of the average load-displacement and statistical experimental data 
were analyzed. Results: It demonstrated that the interface debonding failure mechanical model 
could be characterized as interface bond strength mechanical performance. Based on analysis 
of models and experimental data by the three statistical analysis methods, the results indicated 
the modified model could be better represented by the interfacial debonding strength properties. 
The bond stressτand relative sliding s distribution along the embedment regional were coupling 
affected by both pressure arch effect and shear lag effect in bone cement. Two stress peaks of 
implant have been found at the distance from 0.175La loading tip to 0.325La free tip, which also 
verified the early loosening clinical reports for the proximal and latter region. As the bone cement 
arch effect, the bond stress peak tend to move to the free tip when the debonding failure would be 
changed into the splitting failure, which presents a preliminary study on the mechanism of early 
debonding failure for the stem-cement interface. Conclusions: Functional models of the stem-
bone cement interfacial debonding failure are developed to analyze the relevant mechanism. The 
different locational titanium alloy stress, and the interfacial bond stress and the relative slides are 
evaluated to acquire a guide of the different positions of interfacial damage. The coupling effect 
which is original from the pressure arch and the interfacial shear hysteresis cumulative effect has 
influence on the interfacial debonding and damage process.
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and the interface loosening. Even the interfacial creep and 
fatigue damage which would induce stem continue to be 
sinking in cavity. Kroell[11] implied stems failed after early 
and late onset migration alike, while late migration was the 
predominant pattern in cemented stems. Harris[12] proposed 
these fractures which are frequently associated with a loose 
femoral component. Ramos[13] demonstrated more damage 
(cracks per area) which are mainly on the proximal part of 
the cement mantle. The micro-cracking formation initiated 
in the stem-cement interface and grew towards the direction 
of cortical bone of the femur which induced the early period 
stem-cement interfacial debonding. Pérez[14] has established 
the stem-cement interface failure model by means of the 
cohesive surface theory that was implemented into a specific 
interface element. The damage accumulation and creep in 
bone cement were formulated through the non-linear theory 
of continuum damage mechanics, which could be simulated 
the progressive debonding of the stem-cement interface 
on the prediction of long-term implant loosening, which 
demonstrated that the stem-cement interface micro-motion 
fatigue behavior induced interfacial stress fracture and 
damage generation and crack propagation, even result in 
the interfacial loosening. Zhang[15-18] studied the influential 
factors of the stem-cement interfacial debonding on failure, 
but they are not clear yet, so it is necessary to establish the 
interfacial mechanical models to analyze prosthesis with 
stem and bone cement interfacial debonding and damage. 
Medical cases[1-4] showed that debonding at the interface 
is an important factor for the initiation of cracks, and some 
results obtained in vitro some experiments, but it had not 
been conducted for the primary reason of the interface 
debonding during the primary period. 
  Many researches were contributed to the fatigue damage 
for the interfacial debonding while few studies have 
analyzed the early survival of cemented primary THA, and 
the prostheses stem have been studied for their endurance 
without the adequate knowledge of initial debonding 
mechanic. Nevertheless the early cracks formation is 
original from the early rehabilitative training of patients. 
The interfacial micro-cracks have been formatted in the 
rehabilitative training of the body’s weight and loads period. 
Consequently, the effect of the initial debonding damage has 
not sufficiently been taken into consideration. This present 
study therefore aims to gain a better understanding on the 
static loading debonding mechanism at the stem-bone 
cement interface.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

  Diameter Φ10mm Ti6AL4V rods which surface roughness 
is 1.5毺m; Acrylic Bone Cement III type (Tianjin Synthetic 
Material Research Institute); Strain Gauges (BQ120-3BB) ; 

Data Acquisition Instrument; Universal Testing Machine of 
Electronic Materials; Ultrahigh P 3d Morphology Morphology; 
PVA TePLa Ultrasonic Microscope; PHOENIX NANOMEX1X 
X-Ray detector2.2 Samples

2.2. Samples

Figure 1. Bond strength properties test of the stem-bone cement 
interface. 

  Two grooves (Deep 1.2 mm伊width33.5 mm) have been 
machinated by both sides of Φ10 mm Ti6Al4V rods. In order 
to be adhered to strain gauges, surficial roughness of the 
buffing groove should be made in 2 毺m and the embedment 
depth of bone cement is 40 mm. They were divided into 
four regions and each of them has a distance of 10 mm. 
Two strains gauge were fixed at each position and there 
were eight strains gauges in all. Figure 1 shows that each 
strain gauge would be connected by a copper conductor 
which is external data collector equipment. After the strain 
gauges have been posted, Glue 702 should be watered on 
the grooves to prevent the strain gauges from being wet 
and being destroyed in the experiment. To prevent the 
occurrence of adverse effects of interfacial bond, the watered 
glue 702 should be dried after 48 hours and the titanium 
rods should be realized with escaping sludge and oil. First 
and foremost, the titanium alloy rod should be inserted at 
the center axis position. Moreover, mixture integration of the 
surgery bone cement should be poured into the mold and 
solidified the bone cement for 24 hours after the process. 
The last is to make sure the restraining force on the mold 
and specimen after closed the cover. Bone cement was 
prepared in accordance with ISO5833 standard.

2.3. Experiment principle 

  The interfacial bond stressτ can be derived by the 
local stress σ s which the governing equation becomes 
σ S=ES•ε S. The rod stress has a small error which may 
cause interfacial bond change greatly because of a large 
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magnetite difference between the rod stress and interfacial 
bond stress, which may lead to be measured distortion. 
So it is important to discuss the interfacial bonding 
properties of rods and bone cement. Based on the theoretical 
analysis and he measured data, to analyze the structure 
of rod stress, meanwhile accuracy and consistency for 
theoretical results should be checked. The model of theory 
analysis in accordance with shear lag effect is presented 
as the specimen under the extrusion load. The interfacial 
bond stress of rod and bone cement verse interface slip 
relationship is shown as Figure 2, whose curve was divided 
into the debonding segment 0<S<Spf and splitting failure 
segment Spf<S<Ssr. The experiment should be stopped when 
the interfacial bond stress-slip relationship enters into a 
failure segment.
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Figure 2. Interfacial debonding analytical model curve.

2.4. Theory methods

  Figure 3 shows that the length of ”dx” rod-bone cement 
micro-unit force balance analysis. Stress acts on the micro-
unit length “dx” unit. The force equilibrium equation 
including two values can be defined as Ac•σ c+ As•σ s=0. 
By means of formula derivation the bond stress versus slip 
relationship about x differential equation can be given 
as.d2S(x)/dx2-τ•4(1+毩毺)/d•Es=0.

ac(σc+σc)

as(σs+dσs)

Acoc

Asσs

dx

 

Figure 3. Load acting on bone cement- rod element of length dx.

2.4.1. A linear model theory methods
  A mathematical model which predicted two segments of 
the interfacial debonding failure is proposed for predicating 

the relationship between bond stress and slip, which can be 
written asτ=Eb•S (0≤S≤Spf).                
                                     
2.4.2. A modified model theory methods
  In order to improve analysis and predict the interfacial 
bond stress versus slip response fundamental material 
characteristic, a new power index modified model has been 
attempted to analyze the relationship of the interfacial bond 
stress versus slipτ=τ (s). The interfacial debonding process 
can be approximately expressed by an exponential function. 
The amount of slip has been increased as quickly as the 
interfacial between titanium alloy rod and bone cement 
in the debonding failure segment as a result of the sliding 
friction force against the interfacial dislocation between 
different materials, which the curve can be described by 
exponential.

2.5. Statistical analysis

  Statistical analysis was performed by Statistical Package 
for Social Sciences 16.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, 
United States). In statistical analysis Pearson correlation 
coefficient test, residual analysis test, euclidean distance 
and Chebychev statistical distance test were used for models 
and experimental data evaluation. Statistical significance 
was assigned to P<0.05. 

3. Result

3.1. Linear model and expression for interfacial failure

3.1.1. Prediction of bond stress and slip of specimens to 
debonding failing
  A mathematical model which is used to predict the 
response of specimen failing by push-in test is shown in 
Figure 2. A linear relationship between bond stress and slip 
has been assumed.
The average slip, Sav at the top and bottom of the specimen 
is used to predict the response of the standard push-in 
test. In order to improve the predictability and increase the 
practicability of the theoretical model, the experimental 
data have been fitted by a piecewise-linear curve. The 
debonding segment is 0<S<Spf, when the interface produces 
the maximal slip. τ pf is the maximum bond stress 
corresponding to Spf. It has been accepted that the slop=4 
472.86 and intercept= -66.16 of the fitted curve (Figure 4a). 
So theτ-s expression of debonding failure segment can be 
given asτ=4 472.86S-66.16. By means of formula derivation, 
the Pt and the average slip, Sav, can be expressed as: 

Pt=[(2伊0.655(e0.655•l- e-0.655•l)/(2+ e0.655•l+ e-0.655•l)伊(1+a•毺)/
(Es•As)]Sav+C   (1)
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3.1.2. Prediction of bond stress and slip of specimens to 
splitting segment failure
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Figure 4. (a) Linear fitted curve of debonding failure; (b) Linear fitted 
curve of splitting failure.

  A model is used to predict the response of a specimen 
failing by splitting. The average slip, Sav, which can be 
calculated for the top and bottom of the specimen in the 
standard shear test is used to predict the response of the 
standard push-in test. For the splitting failure segment  
Spf<S<Ssr, the slop=-10 901.26 and intercept= 3 128.53 of 
the fitted curve have been accepted (Figure 4b). So theτ-s 
expression of splitting failure segment can be written as 
τ=-10 901.26S+3 128.53. By means of formula derivation, 
the relationship between the push force, Pt, and the average 
slip, Sav, can be expressed as follows:

Pt={[-2伊1.023sin(1.023xl)]/[1+cos(1.023xl)] 伊(1+毩•毺)/
(Es•As)}•(Sav+m)+C   (2)

3.2. Modified model for interfacial failure

3.2.1. Modified failure model for debonding segment and 
analytical expression
  The debonding failure relationship of bond stress-slip can 
be defined asτ=B•Sa. The average slip, Sav, which can be 
calculated for the top and bottom of the specimen in the 
standard shear test, is used to predict the response of the 
standard push-in test. Based on the experimental data, the 
relationship between the push force, Pt, and average slip, Sav 
can be expressed as follows:

Pt={[Es•As•(a+1)•m(-1/2)]/[10•(a+5)-(5+a+4•m•a2+a2+8•m•a2•
l2+10•a+4•m•l2+25)]}•{2•Sav-(1/a+3)•[3-(a+4)/2•(a+5)]•(5+a+4
•m•a2+a2+8•m•a2•l2+10•a+4•m•l2+25)(-1/2)+c7}        (3)

3.2.2. Modified failure model for splitting segment and 
analytical expression 
  The interface between titanium alloy and bone cement have 
been deboned during the splitting failure segment Ssf<S<Ssr, 
which means wrapping hoop mechanics of interface between 
titanium alloy and bone cement have failed. The interfacial 
slip shows the solar laniary tendency. The wrapping hoop 
force and push-in force are composed of a sliding friction 
mechanism. The friction coefficient of sliding interface is 

real. In order to characterize the interface slip, analytical 
expressions for predicting the relationship of bond stress 
versus slip response is described by τ=B•Sa, meanwhile 
the slope of splitting failure segment curve. By means of 
formula derivation and based on the experimental data, the 
relationship between the push force, Pt, and average slip, Sa, 
can be expressed as follows:
  Pt={-2k•sin(k•l)/[1+cos(k•l)]}•(Es•As+Ec•Ac)•(Sav+mII)        
(4)
  Figure 5 (a) and (b) show the modified model fitted of bond 
stress versus slip responses obtained from tests simulating 
a uniform bond stress distribution of specimens failing 
in debonding and splitting segment. The existence of the 
interfacial sliding friction is the fact that the splitting failure 
segment can be simplified as a linear by the modified model.
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Figure 5. a) Modified model fitted of the interface debonding segment; 
b) Modified model of fitted for interface splitting failure.

3.3. Statistical analysis 

  As the Table 1 shows, all of the Pearson correlation 
coefficient was 0.999, which demonstrated the value from 
three models was more appropriate for the experimental 
stress data. Based on the Euler distance statistical analysis 
and Chebyshev distance statistic analysis, the unsimilar 
statistical analysis of modified stress model is 3 433.035 
in the debonding experiment and 3.455伊1019 in the linear 
fit stress model and even the 7.723伊1015 in the theoretical 
stress model, which suggested the modified model is mostly 
appropriate for analysis the data (Table 2). Satistical result 
showed the coefficient of determination (Adj. R-Squre), 
the goodness of the fit parameters was closer to 1 (Table 3). 
The determinate coefficient of the modified model was very 
close to 1 in three models. Compared with the coefficient 
of Reduced Chi-Sqr, the value of modified model was the 
nearest to zero which was fit with the experimental data for 
best. The residual fitted results showed that the residual 
sum of squares of modified model among the three models 
was minimal. Through the analysis of these points displayed 
random distribution shape in the residual plots, 62% of the 
theoretical model points has fallen into依2δ  while 78% 
into 依δ . Meanwhile the linear fitted degree was 68.5% of 
the points fall into依δ  and even 84% into依2δ. Fatherless 
73% points of modified model falls into依δ , while 96% of 
the points fall into依2δ . The result demonstrated that the 
modified model was fitted better than other models. All in 
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all, the statistical results indicate the modified model can 
better stand for the interfacial debonding performance. 
Based on the splitting failure segment of debonding curve, 
the bone cement and titanium alloy interfacial debonding 
and cracks phenomenon have existent. The splitting failure 
segment does not belong to the debonding mechanism 
without statistical analysis.

Table 1
Similar statically analysis of different models

Experiment
 stress

Theoretical
 stress model

Linear fit 
stress model

Experiment stress 1.000 0.999 0.999
Therotical stress model 0.999 1.000 1.000
Linear fit stress model 0.999 1.000 1.000
Modified stress model 0.999 1.000 1.000

Table 2
Unbiased estimatation analysis.

Linear 
model

Linear fit of
linear model

Modify model

Reduced Chi-Sqr 3.050伊109 474 530.366 10.490
Residual Sum of squares 8.376伊107 1.106伊106 2.092伊10-26

Adj. R-square 0.987 0.996 0.999
Fit status Succeeded(100)

3.4. Local bond-slippage distribution characteristics 

3.4.1. Different positions stress (σ-x) of implanted stem
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Figure 6. Titanium alloy rod stress-location σ-x relationship of 
different interface positions.

  During the loading increasing procession (Figure 6), the 
loading tip stress was not large while two peaks stress of 

titanium alloy rod have been found at the 0.175La position 
distance from loading tip and 0.325La position distance from 
free tip, which was resulted from force constrain increasing 
of the loading tip, meanwhile the bond stress of the interface 
was on the increase so that the titanium alloy shank stress 
concentration in the proximal position. As the end of the 
bone cement- rod interface was subject to the vertical 
pressure, the stress peak which appears at the distance 
0.325La position from free tip could resist the interfacial 
sliding friction of free tip.

3.4.2. Slips relationship(s-x) of different relative position 
interface of the bone cement-stem
  As the bond stress lags behind effect, the slippage of 
free tip is lower than the loading tip’s. The slippage of the 
free tip is as little as not obviously before the interfacial 
debonding failure. Therefore the slippage of the different 
local position presented a decreasing tendency from loading 
tip to free tip during the debonding process (Figure 7). As 
the bond strength accumulation process from the loading 
to the free tip, the slope of the slip curve was decreasing 
from the loading to free tip. The whole interfacial slippage 
was very little during the debonding early time. Micro-
cracks should be produced in the implanted components 
at once when the load was greater than the ultimate bond 
stress value. The bond strength would immediately begin to 
decline, so that the slop of the trend of the slippage curve 
was increasing. When the interfacial completely debonded, 
the slippage of free tip was gradually as same as the loading 
tip. This segment tendency demonstrates that the interface 
is gradually in debonding process. While the interfacial 
relationship between bond stress and slip is linear in the 
splitting failure.
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Figure 7. Slip-location s-x relationship of different interface positions.

Table 3
Unsimilar statistical analysis of different models

Absulate distance analysis of Chebychev Absulate distance analysis of Euclidean
Experiment

stress
Theoretical
stress model

Linear fit
stress model

Modified stress 
model

Experiment 
stress

Theoretical
stress model

Linear fit
stress model

Modified stress
model

Experiment stress 0.000 6.572伊1013 2.940伊1017 61.984 0.000 7.723伊1015 3.455伊1019 3 433.035
Theoretical stress model 6.572伊1013 0.000 2.939伊1017 6.572伊1013 7.723伊1015 0.000 3.454伊1019 7.723伊1015

Linear fit stress model 2.940伊1017 2.939伊1017 0.000 2.940伊1017 3.455伊1019 34.540 0.000 3.455伊1019

Modified stress Model 61.984 6.572伊1013 2.940伊1017 0.000 3 433.035 7.723伊1015 3.454伊1019 0.000
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3.4.3 Bond stress relationship (τ-x) of different relative 
position interface of the bone cement-stem
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Figure 8. Bond stress-location τ-x relationship of different 
interface positions.

  The bond stress is unevenly distributed at different 
positions (Figure 8). Compared with different position bond 
stiffness, the τ-x curve should be composed. This curve 
demonstrates that bond stress changed ratio of different 
anchoring depth (τ-x), where bond anchor stiffness along 
the anchoring length variation. It has been showed that 
two bond stress peaks have been found at the 0.175La 
distance of loading tip and 0.075La of the free tip of the 
samples, respectively. Moreover the bond strength peak of 
the 0.175Ladistance of loading tip is higher than the others, 
while the stiffness of loading and free tips were lower 
whose tendency is declined. The bond stress peak which is 
near the free tip has been affected by the bearing vertical 
pressure, causes the interfacial sliding friction of titanium 
alloy rod and bone cement. Once the protective layer of bone 
cement has initiated cracks, the bond stress peak would 
be disappearing as soon as possible. This phenomenon 
demonstrated that the vertical pressure effect is resulted 
from the interfacial bond anchoring effect of titanium alloy 
rods and bone cement, which is gradually reduced and even 
eliminated. 

3.4.4. Bond stress-slip relationship (τ-s) of different relative 
interfacial position
  The different position curve of bond stress-slip 
relationship is unlike (Figure 9). The variable value 毩 of 
modified predicting model continues to become lower, 
while the average value was aav=0.88. The reason was 
an interfacial bond lag effect has been produced on the 
interfacial anchorage embedment region. The longer of 
anchorage lengths, the more obvious interface shear lagged 
additive effect. The shear lag effect was induced by the 
lower bond stress at the first position which was lower 
than the other positions. As Figure 9 shows, the proximal 

position of titanium alloy rod was subject to the higher 
stress which induced a stress concentration phenomenon. 
The titanium alloy material owned a good ductility, so as to 
realize rods with a large deformation. The brittle material 
characteristic of bone cement has played a good reinforced 
role on rod. This position bond stress-slip fitted function 
was approximately linear. The interface shear lag additive 
had an effect on the slope of the bond stress-slip which 
was continuous decreasing. It indicates the value 毩 is also 
decreased and the arch effect of bone cement pressure is 
verified.
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Figure 9. Bond and slip relationship of different positions: a) first 
position; b) second position; c) third position; d) four position.

4. Discussion

  The linear model and modified exponential model for 
predicting the interfacial bond stress and slip relationship 
between bone cement have been found in this paper. The 
analytical expressions of the titanium alloy stress σ s, 
and the interfacial bond stress and the relative slide s are 
established by theoretical analysis and formula deduction. 
Combined with the demanding experiments data, the 
predicted interfacial bond stress-slip relationship have 
been formula deducted. Meanwhile, analytical expressions 
of average load-displacement is also formula deducted. 
Based on the test data, the feasibility of these models and 
mathematical expressions have been verified by using the 
mathematical statistics analysis.
  The bond stress-slip relationship could be changed into 
the anchoring samples along with different positions. Two 
titanium alloy stress peaks have been found at the distance 
from 0.175La loading tip to 0.325La free tip, which also 
verified the clinical reports about stress concentration at 
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the stem proximal and lateral position. The interfacial shear 
lags effect makes the amount of free tip slippage lower than 
loading tip’s, because the tendency of the slippage amount 
along the anchoring length is decreasing. As the bone 
cement arching effect, the bond stress peak tends to move 
to the free tip which means the intensify compression of the 
components makes cement arching effect move toward free 
tip. Until the arch effect reaches the free tip, the debonding 
failure would be changed into the splitting failure. The 
pressure arch effect has an influence on the bond stress-slip 
relationship of different positions (τ-s), which verified the 
interfacial shear hysteresis cumulative effect. It is helpful 
to demonstrate that the interfacial stem-bone cement 
debonding mechanics.
  The success of a total hip arthroplasties is directly related 
to the reliability and lifetime of its implants which could 
reconstruct patient’s health. It is significant) for the implant 
loosening damage that the effect of different designed stems. 
What we sought to the initial debonding mechanism is to 
promote the quality of implant stems reliability. On one 
hand, the optimal size cement stems could reduce the early 
interfacial debonding and loosening. On the other hand, the 
designed surface morphology of the stem makes great effect 
on the reliability of interfacial bond stress.
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